Why this scheme protects the character and appearance of
the Regents Canal Conservation Area
The following slides highlight some of the key design principles and the
approach we have taken to ensure the Bow Wharf proposals have a
positive impact on the conservation area and the associated heritage
assets.
The Design & Access Statement includes more detail and specifically
charts the progression of the design in close consultation with the Local
Authority Planners.

BOW WHARF

How have we ensured the design principals and layout will
enhance the character of the conservation area?...
The layout was carefully
considered to ensure the new
development integrated
successfully into this location
and the opportunity was taken to
improve and enhance the quality
of the public realm.

CORNER RESIDENTIAL AS
FOCAL POINT AND ACTS AS
SURVEILLANCE

REMOVE BLANK FACADES & INTRODUCE
RESIDENTIAL ACTIVE FRONTAGE ON
BOTH SIDES OF THE CANAL.
PROMOTES VISUAL INTERESTS AND
ADDS NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

Layout considerations included:
1. Introducing a large open and
usable p u b l i c s p a c e that
enhances the bridge setting.
2. Building layout that promotes
passive surveillance to i m p r o v e
safety.
3. Retain and e n h a n c e e x i s t i n g
pedes tr ian and cy c le r outes
through the site and around the
canal.

CORNER RESIDENTIAL AS
FOCAL POINT AND ACTS AS
SURVEILLANCE
ENSURE CONTINUOUS VISUAL
LINK TO THE CANAL.
IMPROVES LEGIBILITY AND
FEELING OF SAFETY
OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW
LANDSCAPED PUBLIC
SPACE ADJACENT TO THE
CANAL. NEW BUILDINGS
WOULD CREATE THE
ENCLOSURE.

REMOVE BLANK FACADES AND
INTRODUCE RETAIL & RESIDENTIAL
ACTIVITY ADJACENT TO NEW PUBLIC
SPACE AND ALONG EXISTING ROUTES
THROUGH
OPPORTUNITY TO
IMPROVE PERMEABILITY
WITH IMPROVED LINKS
TO CANAL TOWPATH

ACTIVE FRONTAGE RESIDENTIAL
ACTIVE FRONTAGE RETAIL
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

How was the form of building considered and how did this
reflect the character of Bow Wharf?.....

The building form was
carefully considered to relate to
the existing context.

BLOCK A
BLOCK C

The mass was separated
into three smaller blocks each of
which responded in shape to the
neighbouring building in order to
preserve the distinct
character of Bow Wharf.
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BLOCK B

What materials are proposed for this development and how do
these respond positively to the character of the existing
context?....
The materials have been considered and chosen
carefully. This process has been guided by the
Local Authority Planners, Design and
Conservation Teams.
The predominant material is brick carefully
selected to match the existing warehouse. The
choice of brick submitted was a london stock
type brick, specifically chosen for its more
‘weathered’ and ‘distressed’ appearance to match
the older bricks as closely as possible.

APPROPRIATE NEW
BRICK THAT CLOSELY
MATCHES THE EXISTING
WAREHOUSE

TRADITIONAL ROOF
SHAPES WITH MATERIALS
TO REFLECT THE EXISTING
CHARACTER

EXAMPLE OF THE
APPEARANCE OF THE
PROPOSED BRICK

The roofs are concrete slate, again specifically
selected to match in with the local industrial
heritage style.
Simple window frames and steel-work detailing
responded to the local industrial heritage.
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CLEAN AND SIMPLE
DETAILING

How was the appearance considered? Does the architectural
detail relate to the existing industrial heritage?...

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
ARE CONTEMPORARY BUT
INDUSTRIAL IN STYLE

Could the resulting design be
considered pastiche?
No. We have taken a simple and
understated yet contemporary approach.
The building is clearly recognisable as ‘of its
time’, however, carefully integrates into the
local character of the area. This ensures the
new building adds to the character rather
than overwhelms the historic buildings.
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The appearance of this scheme is
specifically intended to reflect the
character of Bow Wharf and the
waterfront setting. Working with the
Local Authority, we have used a simple
industrial style to complement the
brick and slate facades.

How does the new development as a whole relate to the
heritage assets and wider conservation area?...
During the design process, key views into
and out of the site have been analysed to
ensure the impact of the new design is
minimal on both heritage assets and the
conservation area. The views highlight how
the development preserves the appearance
of the conservation area and does not
detract from the distinct character. We do
not believe there is any discernable
deterioration in the quality of the townscape.

EXISTING MODERN BLOCKS
IN THE DISTANCE

NEW RESIDENTIAL
BLOCK B

STEP OUT TO ADD
VISUAL INTEREST AND
REFLECT NATURAL
NARROWING OF
CANAL

On approach from the east along the tow
path: The canal remains open with views
maintained down to the listed bridge. The
impact of the development form is relatively
neutral. Block Bis set away from the
existing warehouse and does not obstruct
views of the existing elevations.
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How does the new development as a whole relate to the
heritage assets and wider conservation area?...
NEW RESIDENTIAL
BLOCK B

NEW RESIDENTIAL
BLOCK C

EXISTING
WAREHOUSE

NEW RESIDENTIAL
BLOCK A & C FRONTING
CANAL

EXISTING
COMMERCIAL
UNITS

The pedestrian approach through
the site illustrates how the form of
the new buildings are in harmony
with the shapes and scales of its
context
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LISTED BRIDGE

The views up and down Regents canal tow
path: We have ensured that the view remains
continuous and open along the length of the
canal. The new buildings will not interrupt this
continuity of view or obstruct the listed bridge

